Slouching Toward the Middle
As liberal ideologues inexorably push their agenda from the bench, and
feckless ‘moderates’swike fishiona ble poses, the lefi triumphs.
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N OCTOBER
5, 1999, a jurisprudential
giant in California passed away at age 85.
Frank K. Richardson was appointed to
the California Supreme Court in 1974 by
Governor Ronald Reagan, and served with distinction
until his retirement in 1983. He authored nearly 600
opinions during his nine-year tenure on the high court,
including landmark decisions upholding Propositions
13 and 8 (the “Victim’s Bill of Rights”). But it is easy
to do the right thing when it is popular. The ultimate
test comes when doing right means opposing prevailing
intellectual fashions. In Richardson’s era, the Supreme
Court was packed with judicial liberals. Richardson
neither went along nor remained silent.
Richardson’s greatness, like that of his former colleague, William Clark, is measured by his thoughtful,
eloquent dissents. He and Clark were the conscience of
the Rose Bird Court. He consistently exposed the majority’s illegitimate judicial lawmaking. Frank Richardson was a meticulous scholar whose personal and intellectual rectitude earned him the nickname “Deacon.”
Even now, Richardson’s legacy of cogent dissenting
opinions shines like a beacon, providing guidance and direction - to future students, judges, and lawyers
who read them in California Reports.
Alas, Richardson’s passing is a symbolic loss as well,
because the example he set - as the archetypal Republican judge - no longer exists in California’s judiciary.
I do not mean to diminish the contribution of stalwart
jurists such as California Supreme Court Associate Justice Janice Brown (and, to a lesser extent, Justice Marvin Baxter), but to recognize that they are the exception rather than the rule on a court dominated by
“moderate” Republican appointees. Consider the August 2 decision of the California Supreme Court in
Aguikzr v. Avis Rent A Car System, he., in which Chief
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P U L L I A M
Justice Ron George (who, in contrast to Richardson,
always votes with the majority) wrote a plurality opinion affirming an injunction (or, in First Amendment
litigation parlance, “prior restraint”) against a particular
form of expression. In Aguilar, a group o f Latino employees sued their employer and 10 co-workers to recover for the “emotional distress” caused by “national
origin harassment” consisting of “verbal abuse” at
work. None of the plaintiffs had been fired or demoted. It is not unusual these days for plaintiffs to seek, or
for juries to award, damages for past conduct or statements in such cases. But Aguikzr raised an issue of first
impression: can courts enjoin fiture speech?
The U.S. Supreme Court has long considered prior
restraints on speech to be impermissible except to avoid
a “clear and present danger” to public health or safety
- the classic example being falsely yelling “fire” in a
crowded movie theater. From what “clear and present
danger” was Ron George protecting the Republic in
Aguilar! The publication of national defense secrets in
a newspaper? The burning of an American flag in public? A Nazi march through a predominantly Jewish
community? A seditious speech full of libel and invective? A KKK rally, complete with white hoods and
burning crosses? The display of a vulgar slogan in a
courthouse? No. The U.S. Supreme Court, often at the
behest of the ACLU, has overturned prior restraints
against all these things because of our near-absolute devotion to the First Amendment and freedom of speech.

N

threat to civil society enjoined by
Ron George and his Republicanappointed colleagues Marvin Baxter,
Ming Chin, and Kathryn Werdegar was
the use of “racial or ethnic epithets” by employees
against one another in the workplace. You see, verbal
“harassment” consisting of derogatory names (such as
“wetback), profanity, and other “demeaning” statements is considered to be more offensive, and entitled
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